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Structure of the Neural (N-) Cadherin Prodomain
Reveals a Cadherin Extracellular Domain-like
Fold without Adhesive Characteristics

severe skin diseases (Lin et al., 1997). The widespread
biological role of cadherins can be attributed to several
important characteristics of these molecules. First, cell
adhesion mediated by cadherins is generally homotypic;
that is to say that cells expressing a given cadherin only
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Department of Physiology and Biophysics adhere to cells expressing the same cadherin, thereby

providing adhesive specificity (Takeichi, 1988). AlthoughMount Sinai School of Medicine
One Gustave L. Levy Place heterophilic binding modes between cadherin mole-

cules have been reported (Shan et al., 2000; ShimoyamaNew York, New York 10029
3 Montreal Neurological Institute et al., 2000; Volk et al., 1987), the stronger homophilic

binding seems to be the preferred interaction (Kemler,McGill University
3801 University Street 1992; Nose et al., 1990). Secondly, cadherins have dis-

tinct cellular expression patterns that are perhaps bestMontreal, Quebec H3A 2B4
Canada developed in the vertebrate nervous system, where cad-

herin expression sharply reflects the regional and func-
tional differentiation of the CNS (Redies, 2000). Finally,
cadherins exist as a superfamily whose diverse func-Summary
tions are not only a consequence of differences within
their extracellular domains, but may be attributed toClassical cadherins mediate cell-cell adhesion through

calcium-dependent homophilic interactions and are the variety of cytosolic binding partners that engage
cadherins in signaling events (Aberle et al., 1996; Yapactivated through cleavage of a prosequence in the

late Golgi. We present here the first three-dimensional et al., 1997a).
Based on functional differences, sequence similari-structure of a classical cadherin prosequence, solved

by NMR. The prototypic prosequence of N-cadherin ties, and the number of extracellular cadherin domains
(CADs), the cadherin superfamily can be subdivided intoconsists of an Ig-like domain and an unstructured

C-terminal region. The folded part of the prose- six subfamilies (Nollet et al., 2000): classical (type I)
cadherins, type II cadherins, desmocollins, desmogleins,quence—termed prodomain—has a striking structural

resemblance to cadherin “adhesive” domains that protocadherins, and cadherin-related proteins. Classi-
cal cadherins (e.g., N-, E-, and C-cadherin) consist ofcould not have been predicted from the amino acid

sequence due to low sequence similarities. Our de- five CADs, a single transmembrane helix, and a highly
conserved cytosolic domain. Structures have beentailed structural and evolutionary analysis revealed

that prodomains are distant relatives of cadherin “ad- solved for single, N-terminal CADs of E-cadherin (Over-
duin et al., 1995) and N-cadherin (Shapiro et al., 1995); forhesive” domains but lack all the features known to

be important for cadherin-cadherin interactions. The N-terminal domain pairs of the same cadherins (Nagar et
al., 1996; Pertz et al., 1999; Tamura et al., 1998); forpresence of an additional “nonadhesive” domain seems

to make it impossible to engage homophilic interac- the cytosolic domain of E-cadherin in complex with its
binding partner �-catenin (Huber and Weis, 2001); andtions between cadherins that are necessary to activate

adhesion, thus explaining the inactive state of prodo- recently for the entire extracellular region (ectodomain)
of C-cadherin (Boggon et al., 2002). These studiesmain-bearing cadherins.
greatly enhanced our understanding of cadherin-based
adhesion, revealing for instance that cadherins mustIntroduction
undergo both cis- and trans-interactions to form func-
tional adhesive contacts; however, none of the existingIn metazoans, cadherins are Ca2�-dependent mediators

of intercellular adhesion. They operate in a wide variety structural data completely explains the “adhesive” be-
havior of cadherins.of physiological settings, comprising embryogenesis

Cadherin-based adhesiveness is posttranslationallyand organogenesis (Gumbiner, 1996; Takeichi, 1995;
regulated through signaling events that involve cadherinTepass et al., 2000). They also play a dominant role in
cytoplasmic domains and their binding partners, e.g.,pathological conditions where cell adhesion is impaired.
catenins (Aberle et al., 1996; Gumbiner, 2000; PokuttaFor instance, loss of, or a switch in, cadherin subtype
and Weis, 2002). In addition, the formation of cis-interac-expression has been attributed to tumor malignancy
tions is believed to be critical for regulating the adhesive(Cavallaro et al., 2002). Certain pathogens use cadherins
strength of cadherins (Brieher et al., 1996; Pertz et al.,to enter host cells (Mengaud et al., 1996; Schubert et
1999; Shan et al., 2000; Takeda et al., 1999; Tanakaal., 2002) or to spread between cells (Sansonetti et al.,
et al., 2000; Yap et al., 1997b). Another way by which1994), and defective cadherins are the cause of several
cadherin function is regulated is through proteolytic pro-
cessing (Ozawa and Kemler, 1990), as many cadherins
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already been attached, thus activating cadherins for ad- tween the prosequence and first cadherin domain—that
hesion (Ozawa, 2002; Ozawa and Kemler, 1990; Shore E-cadherin with an uncleaved prosequence is efficiently
and Nelson, 1991; Wahl et al., 2003). Ozawa and Kemler expressed on cell surfaces, forms complexes with ca-
demonstrated that correct processing of E-cadherin is tenins, and shows the typical Ca2�-dependent resis-
neither required for biosynthesis nor for transport of the tance to proteases (Ozawa and Kemler, 1990). E-cadher-
protein to the cell surface but rather important for its in’s adhesive activity, on the other hand, was completely
adhesive function (Ozawa and Kemler, 1990). These ob- abolished. Using these prior experiments as a guide,
servations, and the fact that some but not all cadherins we examined the localization of prosequence-bearing
have large prosequences close to homophilic interac- N-cadherin in transfected L cells, using a specific NPro
tions sites, spurred us to perform a detailed structural antibody that we generated in this study.
analysis of the prosequence of N-cadherin. Immunostaining of L cells, transfected with the full-

The high-resolution three-dimensional NMR structure length N-cadherin cDNA (LN cells), with affinity-purified
of the N-cadherin prosequence (NPro), which we pres- NPro antibodies and a specific N-cadherin antibody il-
ent here, shows that the core region of NPro is a folded lustrates that N-cadherin is expressed on the cell sur-
domain and, remarkably, has a cadherin-like fold, unpre- face, especially at cell-to-cell contact sites, whereas
dictable from the primary sequence. Nevertheless, NPro NPro is localized inside the cells, especially within Golgi-
lacks all the structural features known to be required like structures (Figure 2B). When L cells were transfected
for cadherin “adhesive” interactions, including an abso- with an N-cadherin mutant (LProN cells), in which the
lutely conserved Trp that is engaged in homophilic inter- endogenous cleavage site was mutated into a factor
actions and all the calcium binding sites. This, together Xa cleavage site (Figure 2A), prosequence-containing
with the close physical proximity of NPro to cadherin N-cadherin was surface expressed as much as the wild-
“adhesive” domains in situ, explains why L cells express- type (Figure 2B). In cell aggregation assays, LN cells
ing uncleaved NPro do not coaggregate, despite the typically form large aggregates (Figure 2C, first column),
surface localization of prodomain-containing N-cadh- whereas LProN cells form only a few, very small aggre-
erin. The present work provides first structural insights gates similar to untransfected, “nonadhesive” L cells.
for the maintenance of the “nonadhesive” state of classi-

After removal of the prosequence by factor Xa, LProNcal cadherins through retention of their prodomains.
cells showed similar aggregation tendencies as LN cells
(Figure 2C, third column). Removal of the prosequence

Results and Discussion
by trypsin had the same effect, demonstrating that other
potential trypsin cleavage sites are well protected and,Prosequences within the Cadherin Superfamily
therefore, the cadherins are properly folded.A sequence analysis of protagonists from all the major

These results clearly demonstrate that the presencecadherin subfamilies shows that the subdivision of the
of NPro at the cell surface confers “nonadhesivity,” butcadherin superfamily is well reflected by the presence
does not affect the processing and surface expressionand size of prosequences (Figure 1). In addition, proteo-
of wild-type N-cadherin. The fact that the adhesive func-lytic cleavage sites are well conserved within each indi-
tion of LN cells can be readily rescued through subse-vidual subfamily. All cleavage sites contain a dibasic
quent removal of NPro via exogenous factor Xa supportsrecognition motif that is generally recognized by mem-
the notion that the prosequence does not influence fold-bers of the furin protease family (known as endoprotein
ing or posttranslational modification of N-cadherin.convertases), which process a wide range of extracellu-
These results agree with the earlier data obtained forlar proteins, growth factors, and hormones (Seidah and
E-cadherin (Ozawa and Kemler, 1990), but additionally,Chretien, 1999). It has been shown in cell transfection
we were able to visualize directly the prosequence withassays that furin can process E-cadherin, but other pro-
specific NPro antibodies.teases can also cleave, as E-cadherin is properly pro-

cessed even in a furin-deficient cell line (Posthaus et
al., 1998). A cadherin-specific convertase, therefore, has

Structure Determinationyet to be identified.
of the N-Cadherin ProdomainNotably, only cadherins with five extracellular cadh-
The recombinant protein construct we designed forerin domains (CADs) possess prosequences, and among
NMR structural analysis comprises the entire prose-them only classical (type I) cadherins (including T-cadh-
quence of N-cadherin without the signal peptide (resi-erin) and desmocollins have prosequences of consider-
dues Glu24–Arg159). The construct also contains anable length. Prosequences from these cadherins share
N-terminal histidine tag to facilitate purification by affin-significant sequence similarities, especially within a 90
ity chromatography. Protease resistance, CD spectra,amino acid core region, ranging from Cys32, which is
and 15N-HSQC experiments (data not shown) all revealedabsolutely conserved, to Leu121 (Figure 1B). Cadherin
that the N-cadherin prosequence contains a well-foldedprosequences, however, have no significant similarities
three-dimensional structure. This and the subsequentto other sequences of the database. Therefore, we
solution structure (see below) demonstrate for the firstchose the prosequence of N-cadherin (NPro) as a proto-
time that the N-cadherin prosequence, and most likelytype of a family of sequences for further structural and
all classical cadherin prosequences (Figure 1B), consti-functional analyses.
tutes an independently folded protein domain rather
than a nonstructured peptide. Therefore, we denote hereProteolytic Processing Activates Cadherins
the N-cadherin prosequence as N-cadherin prodomainOzawa and Kemler previously demonstrated in an ele-

gant way—by mutating the furin-type cleavage site be- (NPro).
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Figure 1. Comparison of Cadherin Prosequences

(A) Occurrence, length, and consensus protease recognition sites of prosequences within the cadherin superfamily. Lengths of prosequences
are shown by the number of amino acids (aa), and protease cleavage sites are indicated by arrows.
(B) Sequence alignment of cadherin prosequences. Sequences of six classical cadherins and three desmocollins were aligned, and the
positions of secondary structure elements from the NPro structure (see below) are indicated by yellow shading. Conserved identical residues
are shown in red, and conserved similar residues in orange. Single-letter code for amino acids was used, and abbreviations for cadherins are
as follows: N-, neural; E-, epithelial; C-, (Xenopus) compaction; R-, retinal; B-, (chicken) blastomer; VE-, vascular endothelium; Dsc, desmocollin;
Dsg, desmoglein; DE-, Drosophila epithelial; DN-, Drosophila neuronal; Ret, from ret protooncogene; Fat, from fat tumor suppressor gene;
HMR1, from the C. elegans humpback gene (hmp) related gene hmr-1.

We determined the structure of NPro from a total of the structure refinement. Figure 3A depicts the superpo-
sition of backbone atoms (residues 31–124) of the 202129 NMR-derived distance, torsion angle, and hydro-

gen bonding restraints (Table 1) using standard hetero- lowest energy structures derived from NMR data. The
C-terminal part of NPro (residues 125–159), which con-nuclear multidimensional NMR methods (Clore and Gro-

nenborn, 1994; Sattler et al., 1999). While the majority sists of a low homology region followed by a proteolytic
cleavage site (Figure 1B), was unstructured since it lacksof NOE (nuclear Overhauser effect) peaks were manually

assigned to obtain distance restraints (Table 1), the pro- discernable long-range NOEs and showed very narrow
chemical shift dispersion in the NMR spectra. Within thegram ARIA was used to assign additional NOE peaks in
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Figure 2. Immunostaining and Cell Aggrega-
tion Assays of LN Cells and LProN Cells

(A) Domain organization of N-cadherin with
the wild-type cleavage site and the cleavage
site of the ProN mutant. The prodomain is
shown in red, cadherin domains are depicted
as white ovals, and the cytosolic domain is
shown as a gray rectangle. In the ProN mu-
tant, the wild-type cleavage site was changed
to a factor Xa cleavage site as indicated.
(B) Immunostaining of L cells transfected with
wild-type N-cadherin (LN cells) or with the
ProN mutant (LProN cells). N-cadherin staining
with rat anti-NCAD2 antibodies is shown in
green, and prodomain staining with rabbit
anti-NPro antibodies is shown in red.
(C) Cell aggregation assays with LN and LProN

cells. Cells were dissociated and allowed to
reaggregate in the presence of Ca2� over time
as indicated.

sequence range of residues 31–124, all the structures R-cadherin) most likely have a very similar fold because
of significant sequence similarities to NPro within theare well defined, and the root mean square (rms) distri-

butions for backbone and all heavy atoms for the struc- structured region (Figure 1B).
Prosequences of classical cadherins are considerablytured region are 0.67 � 0.08 Å and 1.29 � 0.08 Å, respec-

tively (Table 1). Interestingly, we found that the protein longer than cadherin domain sequences, and our struc-
tural analysis reveals that this is largely due to an un-contains a disulfide bond formed between Cys32 and

Cys63, which was established through the characteristic structured C-terminal region (Figure 4A). Despite insig-
nificantly low sequence similarities between NPro andchemical shift value for the �-carbon of Cys32 and con-

firmed by mass spectrometry analysis of NPro frag- cadherin domains, the topology of the folded region of
NPro is remarkably similar to that of cadherin domains;ments after trypsin digest (data not shown).
position and length of the seven main � strands are all
well conserved, and several structurally important, core-NPro Adopts a Cadherin-like Fold

The NPro structured region (residues 31–124) has a defining residues (e.g., Val58, Phe79, Gly85) are not only
conserved among prodomains but also between prodo-Greek-key topology of a � sandwich-like fold, consisting

of seven � strands (A–G, Figure 3B). All strands are mains and cadherin domains (Figures 4A and 1B). Small
but potentially crucial variations between NPro fold andantiparallel except for the parallel pairing between �-A

and �-G. �-A, -G, -F, and -C form one sheet of the � cadherin fold can be found mainly in the loop or helical
regions between the seven main � strands (Figure 4B).sandwich, and �-B, -E, and -D form the second sheet.

A third small sheet is formed by �-A� and �-B�. A disulfide In particular, NPro has no � helix between �-B and �-C
and significantly shorter C/D and F/G loops. It is remark-bridge on top of the � sandwich stabilizes the �-A� and

�-B� pairing (Figure 3C). The two short � strands were able that even in a secondary structure-guided align-
ment, the sequence similarity between NPro and CAD1snamed as extensions of �-A and �-B for better compari-

son with cadherin domain structures (see below). Prose- is very low (Figure 4A). Therefore, we conclude that
NPro—and most likely other prodomains too—has aquences from other cadherins (in particular E-, C-, and
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Table 1. NMR Structural Statistics for the N-Cadherin Prodomain

Total experimental restraints 2129
Total NOE distance restraints 1955

Ambiguous 190
Unambiguous 1765

Manually assigned 1217
ARIA assigned 548
Intraresidue 841
Interresidue 924

Sequential |i � j| � 1 334
Medium 2 � |i � j| � 4 82
Long range |I � j| 	 4 508

Hydrogen bond restraints 60
Dihedral angle restraints 114
Final energies (kcal/mol)a

ETOT 223.7 � 6.7
ENOE 19.1 � 3.3
EDIH 1.4 � 0.4
ELJ �552.1 � 19.6

Ramachandran Plot (%)a Full Moleculeb Secondary Structurec

Most favorable regions 78.2 � 2.0 96.9 � 2.2
Additional allowed regions 15.6 � 2.4 3.1 � 2.2
Generously allowed regions 4.6 � 1.5 0.0 � 0.0
Disallowed regions 1.6 � 0.8 0.0 � 0.0
Rmsds of atomic coordinates (Å)a

Backbone 0.67 � 0.08 0.37 � 0.06
Heavy atoms 1.29 � 0.08 0.85 � 0.07

a Based on the 20 lowest energy structures. None of these final structures exhibit NOE-derived distance violations greater than 0.5 Å or dihedral
angle restraint violations greater than 5
.
b Residues 34–122.
c Residues 34–36, 40–44, 55–57, 60–62, 69–73, 79–82, 86–89, 99–108, 113–122.

cadherin-like fold that could not have been predicted modes of interactions have been proposed. The side
chain of Trp2 was often found to be inserted into afrom the primary sequence.
conserved, hydrophobic pocket, and both structural and
mutational data have revealed the importance of Trp2Structural Differences between NPro

and Cadherin “Adhesive” Domains and its acceptor pocket for adhesion (Chitaev and Troy-
anovsky, 1998; Kitagawa et al., 2000; Pertz et al., 1999;We further analyzed the structure and sequence of NPro

in comparison to cadherin domains in order to determine Shan et al., 2000; Tamura et al., 1998; Tanaka et al.,
2000). Originally, Trp2 was thought to be involved inthe structural basis for their functional differences. Ad-

hesive interactions between cadherin domains require cis-interactions (Shapiro et al., 1995), but in a recent
C-cadherin structure, which includes all five extracellu-Ca2� ions at millimolar concentrations (Koch et al., 1997;

Pertz et al., 1999), and calcium stabilizes the quaternary lar domains (ectodomain), the same Trp-mediated inter-
face was interpreted as trans-interaction, because thestructure of cadherins (Nagar et al., 1996; Pokutta et

al., 1994). Furthermore, electron microscopy studies of curved ectodomains are clearly arranged in opposite
directions (Boggon et al., 2002). Very recently, it hasrecombinantly oligomerized cadherin ectodomains (Ah-

rens et al., 2002; Pertz et al., 1999) and NMR studies of been proposed that Trp2 can be engaged in both cis-
and trans-interactions, reconciling earlier observationsECAD12 (Haussinger et al., 2002) demonstrated that

Ca2� binding might also influence cis- and trans-interac- (He et al., 2003).
Notably, NPro has a hydrophobic pocket similar totions. None of the highly conserved calcium-coordinat-

ing residues in cadherin domains, such as Glu11, Asp67, that found in cadherin domains (Figure 4C). However,
CAD1s have two extra residues between �-F and theand Glu69, are present in NPro (Figure 4A). In addition,

instead of a cluster of Ca2� binding residues at the shorter �-G strand, resulting in a bulge within the F-G
loop (Figure 4B) and a hydrophobic cavity that is largeC-terminal region, NPro has a much longer unstructured

loop followed by a conserved protease cleavage site. enough to accommodate the side chain of a conserved,
functionally important Trp, whereas NPro has a Phe sideCadherin-based cell adhesion is generated by homo-

philic cis- and trans-interactions between N-terminal, chain (Phe36) docked into a smaller hydrophobic pocket
(Figure 4C). In this respect NPro is more similar to“adhesive” cadherin domains, and several, in part con-

tradicting, models have been proposed for the molecu- NCAD2—and other CAD2s—having a smaller hydropho-
bic cavity with the side chain of a Phe inserted insteadlar basis of such interactions (Boggon et al., 2002; Koch

et al., 1999; Leckband, 2002; Troyanovsky, 1999). The of a Trp (Figure 4C). Unlike Trp2 in CAD1s, Phe36 in
NPro is not part of a flexible strand and is essentiallysignificance of a conserved tryptophan residue (Trp2) for

interactions has been demonstrated, although different immobilized in its position within the hydrophobic core
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Figure 3. Overview of the NPro Structure

(A) Superposition (N-, C�-, and C�-atoms) of
the 20 lowest energy NMR-derived structures
of NPro (residues 31–124) in stereo view.
Structurally disordered terminal regions were
omitted for clarity, and � strand regions are
colored in orange.
(B) Greek-key type topology of NPro. �

strands are shown as magenta, green, or
orange arrows representing three different
sheets. A disulfide bond is depicted in yellow.
Residue numbers indicate the boundaries of
the strands, and the single-letter code for
amino acids was used. N and C termini are
depicted by spheres. Amino acid residues
at the unstructured C terminus (Pro 125–
Arg159) were omitted (indicated as a dashed
line); only residues of the proteolytic cleavage
site are shown.
(C) Ribbon diagram of a representative low-
energy NMR structure of NPro (residues
31–124). � strands of the three sheets are
depicted as magenta, green, and orange
arrows, and the disulfide bridge between
Cys32 and Cys63 is depicted in yellow. Loop
regions are shown in gray, and N- and C ter-
mini are indicated.

of a � sheet, which gains additional stability from a e also analyzed the electrostatic surface potential of
NPro in order to determine if, despite differences indisulfide bridge (Figure 4C). Therefore, it is unlikely that

this residue could be involved in cis- or trans-interac- the sequence, NPro still has potential interaction sites
similar to those found in cadherin domains. We utilizedtions. Correspondingly, we have no experimental evi-

dence for NPro homophilic interactions. Even at the the structural model derived from the high-resolution
C-cadherin structure (Boggon et al., 2002) to comparehigh protein concentrations (�0.8 mM) used for NMR

experiments, we did not observe dimer formation or any candidate trans- and cis-interaction sites with corre-
sponding sites in NPro. The trans-interaction site inform of aggregation, as judged by gel filtration chroma-

tography or 15N-HSQC spectral analysis (data not shown). C-cadherin (Boggon et al., 2002) is very similar to that
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Figure 4. Comparison of NPro and Cadherin Domains

(A) Structure-based sequence homology alignment of NPro with N-terminal cadherin domains. The N-cadherin prodomain sequence (NPro)
and three N-terminal cadherin domain (CAD1) sequences were aligned. Residue numbers for NPro (above aligned sequences) are according
to the annotation for full-length cadherin sequences as found in databases. CAD1 residue numbers (below aligned sequences) reflect the
mature cadherin proteins without prosequences and signal peptides. The positions of � strands from the NPro structure are indicated by
orange arrows above the aligned sequences. Secondary structure elements from CAD1 structures are shown as light green rectangles (�
helix and “quasi � helix”) and green arrows (� strands) underneath the aligned sequences. Absolutely conserved, identical amino acids are
colored red, and highly conserved, similar amino acids are colored blue. In addition, conserved Ca2� binding residues in CAD1s are indicated
by crosses (�); residues involved in trans-interactions in C-cadherin by stars (*); and residues involved in cis-interaction in C-cadherin by
arrows (↑) (Boggon et al., 2002). All sequences are from mouse except C-cadherin, which is from Xenopus laevis.
(B) Ribbon representation of the NPro structure (left), the CAD1 structure of N-cadherin (PDB accession codes 1NCG and 1NCI, middle), and
the CAD2 structure of N-cadherin (PDB accession code 1NCJ, right). The same color-coding is used as in Figure 3C. Additionally, the positions
of Ca2� binding residues are indicated in red.
(C) Comparison of the conserved hydrophobic pocket in NPro and in three cadherin domain structures. NPro: hydrophobic pocket of NPro,
in which Phe36 inserts its side chain; NCAD1: hydrophobic pocket in CAD1 of N-cadherin with the buried Trp2 side chain (W2�) that projects
from the equivalent partner molecule (NCAD1�) of a dimer (intermolecular interaction); NCAD2: hydrophobic pocket in CAD2 of N-cadherin
with the buried Phe108 side chain. The single-letter code is used for amino acids, and the side chains are shown in stick representation.
Residue numbers are according to (A).
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Figure 5. Comparison of Electrostatic Poten-
tial Surface Maps between C-Cadherin and
NPro

Negatively and positively charged residues
are shown in red and blue, respectively. Black
and white numerals indicate the location of
hydrophobic and charged residues, respec-
tively. The single-letter code is used for amino
acids.
(A) Left: trans-interaction site as seen in the
CAD1 domain of C-cadherin (PDB accession
code 1L3W). Some of the residues that are
involved in trans-interaction and that are con-
served among CAD1s are indicated (W2-P6).
Note that the side chain of Trp2, seen here,
is buried into the hydrophobic pocket of a
partner molecule that is omitted here for clar-
ity. Right: corresponding surface in NPro.
Some of the negatively charged residues
seen on this surface are indicated. Note that
Phe36 here indicates the backbone of this
phenylalanine and that its side chain is buried
into the hydrophobic core of the same mol-
ecule.
(B) Left: concave cis-interaction site as seen
in the CAD1 domain of C-cadherin. Some of
the residues involved in cis-interactions are
indicated (see also Figure 4A). Right: corre-
sponding surface in NPro.
(C) Left: convex cis-interaction site as seen
in the CAD2 domain of C-cadherin. Some of
the residues involved in cis-interactions are
indicated (Boggon et al., 2002). Right: corre-
sponding surface in NPro.

observed in an earlier N-cadherin structure (Shapiro et in CAD1 and a complementary convex surface in CAD2
in C-cadherin (Boggon et al., 2002). The cis-interactional., 1995), only that it was then interpreted as the cis-

interaction site. In contrast to the large hydrophobic site in CAD1s includes a quasi-� helix between �-C
and �-D that is absent in NPro (Figures 4A and 4B).trans-interaction surface of CCAD1, strikingly, NPro has

a surface covered with highly negatively charged resi- Additionally, the surface potential of the concave cis-
interaction site in C-cadherin, bordered by Gly85 anddues, including Glu38 and Asp39, whereas the side

chains of hydrophobic residues, such as Phe36, are Asp44, is very different from a corresponding surface in
NPro (Figure 5B). NPro has a stretch of largely negativelycompletely buried (Figure 5A).

In addition to Trp-mediated trans-interactions, cis- charged residues in this area (Asp82, Glu83, Asp84),
and all the conserved cis-interaction residues in CAD1sinteractions were described between a concave surface
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Figure 6. Phylogenetic Tree of Cadherin Do-
mains and Prodomains

A phylogenetic tree was constructed with
N-terminal cadherin domains and cadherin
prodomains assuming an evolutionary clock.
All sequences are from human. The names of
the subfamilies are indicated, and prodo-
main-containing cadherins are colored red.

are not present in NPro or other prodomains (Figure 4A). a consequence of disrupting specific cadherin interac-
tions.In C-cadherin, hydrophobic residues from the lower part

of the �-B-D-E sheet in CAD2 form a convex cis-interac-
tion site. NPro again displays mainly charged residues Prodomains and Evolution of Cadherin Domains

To analyze the relationship between cadherins withon an equivalent surface, and no convex interaction site
is present (Figure 5C). prosequences of different length and between cadherin

domains and prodomains, we performed a phylogeneticResidues that are conserved between prodomains
and CAD1s (Figure 4A) are all core defining residues analysis of cadherin domain sequences and prodomain

sequences from all the major cadherin subfamilies. Aand therefore important for the structure itself rather
than for homophilic interactions. Mutations of some of sequence alignment of 36 N-terminal cadherin domains

and the structured region of four prodomains (all fromthe corresponding residues in R-cadherin (Tyr36, Phe51,
Gly58) were shown to abolish adhesion (Kitagawa et al., human; data not shown) were used for phylogenetic

analysis (Figure 6). In this simulated evolution, prodo-2000). However, in light of both the different cadherin
structures and our NPro structure, the loss of adhesive mains clearly diverge early from all other cadherin do-

mains and can therefore be regarded as distant relativescapacity in these mutants should be interpreted as the
result of a compromised structural integrity and not as of cadherin domains, with which they share a similar

Figure 7. Model for Activation of Classical
Cadherins through Prodomain Cleavage

Prodomain-bearing cadherins (cadherins
with additional “nonadhesive” domains) do
not interact with each other (left). After prodo-
main cleavage—e.g., during maturation in the
Golgi—cadherins are activated to form ho-
mophilic cis-interactions between molecules
from the same cell surface and homophilic
trans-interactions between molecules from
opposing cell surfaces (right). Cadherin do-
mains are depicted as orange and green
ovals, with the different colors symbolizing
cadherins protruding from opposite cell sur-
faces. Prodomains are depicted as red ovals.
Ca2� ions are shown as red or green spheres,

and Trp2 side chains are shown as yellow or green pentagons. Cis- and trans interfaces of activated cadherins are indicated and based on
a recent C-cadherin crystal structure (Boggon et al., 2002).
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folding topology. Concerning cadherins, our evolution- ferent N-terminal cadherin fragments (Koch et al., 1999;
Tamura et al., 1998). While a few extra residues mightary analysis of cadherin domains and prodomains led

to similar conclusions as reported previously for just the already be sufficient to abolish cis- and/or trans-interac-
tions on the cell surface, the in vivo function of cadherincadherin domains (Nollet et al., 2000). But notably, the

prodomain-containing cadherins are clustered together, prodomains seems to be to prevent homophilic interac-
tions during biosynthesis, especially within the Golgiand desmocollins are more closely related to classical

cadherins than to desmogleins (Figure 6). (Ozawa, 2002; Ozawa and Kemler, 1990; Wahl et al.,
2003). Prosequence cleavage is the last step in cadherin
biosynthesis and activates cadherins just before they

Implications for Cell Adhesion Mechanisms are transported to the cell surface (Wahl et al., 2003).
Our data clearly demonstrate that all the structural fea- Since our structural data help to explain why cadherins
tures known to be important for homophilic cadherin with uncleaved prodomains are unable to mediate adhe-
interactions are absent in NPro, providing a structural sion, this work also provides the first structural glimpses
basis for the inability of NPro, and most likely other into the largely unknown but potentially important pro-
prodomains as well, to interact either with themselves cess of cadherin activation by prodomain removal.
or with cadherin domains. This is also supported by
the fact that we were unable to detect any interactions Experimental Procedures
between NPro and recombinant purified N-terminal
cadherin domains at millimolar concentrations by NMR Protein Expression and Purification

The DNA sequence, encoding the prodomain of N-cadherin (resi-(data not shown). Recently, Ozawa had shown that the
dues Glu24–Arg159), was amplified by PCR from mouse N-cadherinpresence of the prosequence in E-cadherin indeed pre-
cDNA and subcloned into a pET-19b vector (Novagen). The resultingvents dimer formation (Ozawa, 2002), supporting our
plasmid expresses the recombinant prodomain, containing an

structure-based prediction. Together, this shows that N-terminal histidine tag followed by an enterokinase cleavage site,
prodomains have no homophilic interaction capacities. in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (Novagen) grown in LB medium. Protein
Given the importance of intricate cis- and trans-inter- expression was induced at 25
C by adding 0.1 mM IPTG. Soluble

proteins were purified by Ni2�-NTA affinity chromatography (Qia-actions between N-terminal “adhesive” domains for
gen), followed by extensive dialysis and gel filtration chromatogra-cadherin-mediated adhesion, we can speculate that the
phy (Superose 12/20, Amersham) on FPLC (Pharmacia). The histi-presence of an extra “nonadhesive” domain close to
dine tag was cleaved by enterokinase treatment (in 20 mM Tris, 140

“adhesive” domains, together with the rotational free- mM NaCl [pH 7.4]) and removed by rechromatography on Ni2�-
dom provided by a long flexible C-terminal loop, might NTA. Correct cleavage was confirmed by mass spectrometry and
render these interactions sites less accessible and might N-terminal sequencing (Protein Core Facility, Columbia University,

New York). The recombinant proteins appeared more than 95% purealso prevent a propagation of interactions. This explains
as judged by SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry. For disulfide bondwhy prodomain-bearing cadherins are unable to interact
analysis, NPro was digested with trypsin at room temperature over-with each other and are therefore “nonadhesive” (Fig-
night in the absence and presence of DTT (10 mM), and the resulting

ure 7). proteolytic fragments were analyzed by MALDI (Protein Core Facil-
Very recently, electron tomography of skin sections ity, Columbia University, New York).

has been used to unravel interactions between desmo-
somal cadherins (He et al., 2003). In this study, which

NMR Sample Preparation
for the first time provides a structural view of an entire Uniformly 15N- and 15N/13C-labeled NPro samples were prepared by
cadherin-based junction in situ, C-cadherin crystal growing E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells in M9 minimal medium containing
structure data were used to assign densities obtained 15NH4Cl (1 g/l) with or without 13C6-glucose (2 g/l). Uniformly 15N/

13C-labeled and fractionally deuterated protein samples were pre-from 3D reconstructions of electron tomography experi-
pared by growing cells in 75% 2H2O. NPro samples were purifiedments to individual molecules. This work showed that
as described above, but the histidine tag was not removed for NMRdesmosomal cadherins form clusters of four to six mole-
samples. After gel filtration chromatography, protein samples were

cules that interact primarily via their N-terminal domains concentrated and dialyzed. The final NMR samples were typically
and that Trp2 can be engaged in both cis- and trans- 0.8–1 mM protein in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0), con-
interactions within these clusters. The presence of even taining 0.05% sodium azide (w/v), in H2O/2H2O (9/1) or in 2H2O. The

proteins appeared pure on SDS-PAGE, and the quality of the sam-only one or two prodomains would effectively prevent
ples was assessed by 15N-HSQC spectra.the formation of such clusters, just by steric hindrance.

There is also an alternative model for cadherin interac-
tions suggesting that multiple cadherin domains are in- NMR Spectroscopy

All NMR spectra were collected at 30
C on a Bruker DRX 600 orvolved in forming the adhesive interface (Chappuis-Fla-
500 MHz spectrometer. The backbone and side chain 1H, 13C, and 15Nment et al., 2001; Sivasankar et al., 2001). Also in this
resonances of the protein were sequentially assigned using deute-model, the presence of “nonadhesive” prodomains
rium-decoupled triple resonance spectra of HNCACB, HN(CO)CACB,

would obstruct such a precise array of domain-domain and (H)C (CO)NH-TOCSY recorded on uniformly 15N/13C-labeled and
interactions. fractionally deuterated protein samples (Sattler et al., 1999; Yama-

zaki et al., 1994). To facilitate backbone assignment, 15N-HSQCIncomplete cleavage of the E-cadherin prosequence
spectra of protein samples prepared from media with selectivelyon the cell surface did not restore cell adhesion, indicat-
labeled amino acids (15N-Leu, -Val, -Glu, or -Phe) were also recorded.ing that a few extra residues at the N-terminal part of
Side chain assignments were completed with 3D HCCH-TOCSYmature E-cadherin can have an inhibitory effect (Ozawa
spectra collected from a uniformly 15N/13C-labeled protein sample

and Kemler, 1990). This notion has also been brought (Clore and Gronenborn, 1994). NOE-derived distance restraints were
forward in crystallographic studies in order to explain obtained from 15N- or 13C-edited 3D NOESY spectra (Clore and Gro-

nenborn, 1994). All NMR spectra were processed with NMRPipe/the different interactions seen in X-ray structures of dif-
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NMRDraw (Delaglio et al., 1995) and analyzed with NMRView (John- above) and rat anti-EC2 N-cadherin antibodies were used as primary
antibodies. After incubation for 1 hr at 37
C with primary antibodiesson and Blevins, 1994).
(rabbit NPro and rat NCAD2 antibodies), cells were washed and
then incubated with fluorescent-conjugated secondary antibodiesStructure Calculation
(Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) at room temperature forStructures of NPro were calculated with a distance geometry-simu-
30 min. Coverslips were then mounted and examined by confocallated annealing protocol using the X-PLOR program (Brunger, 1993).
laser microscopy.Initial structure calculations were performed with manually assigned

For cell aggregation assays, monolayer cultures were treated withNOE-derived distance restraints. Hydrogen bond distance restraints
2 mM EGTA in HCMF (HEPES-buffered Ca2�- and Mg2�-free Hanks’were then added for residues with characteristic NOE patterns. Fi-
solution) for 30 min at 37
C. The trypsinized (ProN-trypsin cell linenally, ARIA, an iterative automated assignment program that also
was with 0.01% trypsin and 1 mM CaCl2) and nontrypsinized cellintegrates with X-PLOR, was used for structure refinement (Nilges
lines were washed gently in HCMF containing calcium and 1% BSAand O’Donoghue, 1998). The final structure calculation used a total
at 4
C. After the cells were thoroughly dissociated, 5 � 105 cells perof 2129 experimental restraints, of which 1955 were NOE-derived
well were transferred to 24-well dishes for a final volume of 0.5 mldistance restraints obtained from manual and ARIA-assisted assign-
HCMF, containing 1% BSA with 1 mM Ca2�. The plates were rotatedments of 15N- and 13C-edited NOE data. The NOE-derived restraints
at 80 rpm at 37
C. The aggregates were observed in the time course.were categorized based on the observed NOE peak intensities. A
Factor Xa (0.2 U/ml) was added before and after cell dissociation.total of 60 hydrogen bond restraints and 114 dihedral angle re-
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